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UFOs:

Each of us is so fortunate to be a part of the “Fellowship
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If you haven’t guessed by now, Bratko is a member of the United
Flying Octogenarians (UFO) -- a group of active licensed pilots, who
UFO vice president Bill Webber with his Piper Cherokee SIX.
Kevin McKinney soloed in the air past their 80th birthday.
themselves ambassadors for their organization, always encouraging new
There are more than 600 of them worldwide, mostly in the United
members to join. Those interested can visit unitedflyingoctogenarians.org.
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“At age 80 I wanted to better myself, especially my flying skills,”
the unofficial UFO creed could read: Life begins at 80. Bratko and a
explained Bratko, a WWII air force veteran. “So I took up the challenge
host of UFO members like him are a living and flying testament to that.
and it took two years to get the rating.”
For instance many UFO members, like Bratko, UFO President
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